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Abstract—The main thesis of this project is to develop a secure 

Electronic voting machine using Finger print identification 

method, for finger print accessing we use AADHAR card 

database. At the time of voting in the elections, the e -voting 

process authentication can be done using finger vein sensing, 

which enables the electronic ballot reset for allowing voters to cast 

their votes. Also the voted data and voters details can be sent to the 

nearby Database Administration unit in a timely manner using 

Zigbee System with cryptography technique. Online polling 

system is the system which enables user to vote online. The Voting 

system consisted of server services which are each linked with a 

database for storing data. Voters can also use the services to log 

into the electronic voting system website. The voter information 

and their voting's information will be maintained by aadhar card 

data base. Admin will maintain all information regarding voter 

and counts automatically their voting. Voting system takes finger 

print and face image as password. 

 
Index Terms—constitutional amendments, Finger print 

matching and authentication 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of voting is to allow voters to exercise their 

right to express their choices regarding specific issues, pieces 

of leg isolation, citizen initiatives, constitutional amendments, 

recalls and/or to choose their government and political 

representatives. Technology is being used more and more as a 

tool to assist voters to cast their votes. To allow the exercise of 

this right, almost all voting systems around the world include 

the following steps: voter identification and authentication, 

voting and recording of votes cast, vote counting, publication 

of election results. Voter identification is required during two 

phases of the electoral process: first for voter registration in 

order to establish the right to vote and afterwards, at voting 

time, to allow a citizen to exercise their right to vote by 

verifying if the person satisfies all the requirements needed to 

vote (authentication). 

II. COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM 

We propose client-server web-enabled software architecture 

for the project. On the client side we have a fingerprint scanner 

and a GUI that accepts voter’s aadhar number, provides an 

interface to vote and display confirmation, status and error  

messages. The GUIs will only act on events from the server and  

 

feedback of the voter without any extra processing. Servers are 

placed at remote locations from the poll booths. They are used  

for carrying out all the processing work such as image 

processing, transferring data between the client and the 

database, generating statistics, sending messages to voters, etc. 

All the zonal databases retrieve data from CIDR of only those 

people who come under its scope.  This  data  is  periodically  

updated and  is  stored  in  volatile  form  so  that  it  can  be  

erased  if  and when  necessary  such  as  during  security  

attacks,  natural calamities,  maintenance  works,  etc. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Components of the system 

III. PREVENTING FRAUDULENT VOTING 

The first and the leading thing to guarantee proper voting is 

by accurately validating every voter. It is essential to identify 

that  every  person  coming  to  vote  is  unique  otherwise  it  

will violate  the  very  principle  of  voting.  Any person would 

be voting on behalf of others.  Fingerprint matching ensures the 

authentication that the system requires.  However  in  order  to 

improve accuracy it is important to keep false reject rate (FRR) 

and false accept rate (FAR) as low as possible; practically close 

to  zero. To prevent underage individuals from voting, the 

system calculates  person’s  age  from  the  birth  date  present  

in  the database  records.  If  the  calculated  age  is  above  

permissible limit  the  person  is  allowed  to  vote  and  

prevented  otherwise. To  prevent  voters  from  voting  two  or  

multiple  times  we implement  voting  flags  in  the  local  
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databases.  This flag is initially set to false. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Preventing fraudulent voting 

IV. AUTHENTICATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE VOTER 

Authentication is the process of determining whether 

someone or  something  is,  in  fact,  who  or  what  it  is  declared  

to  be.  In order to authenticate a person we require them to have 

a valid UID number. The number will be checked in the local 

database records first.  If  it  is  not  found  then  it  will  search  

the  central repository.  It involves one-to-many match.  If the 

person’s number is not found in the central database then of 

course s/he will be devoid of taking part in the voting process. 

On the other hand if the number is present in the central 

database then the data of that person will be cached to the zonal 

database. This record is extracted from the local database and 

sent to authenticating servers for further processing. For 

verification the person’s fingerprint will be scanned at the 

client-side and matched one-to-one at the servers with the data 

extracted from the local database.  This process puts less stress 

on the local database and improves data traffic. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Authentication and verification of voter 

V. GENERATING REPORTS 

Whenever  a  voter  casts  a  vote  in  favor  of  the  candidate  

of choice, the vote count of that candidate gets incremented in 

the local  database.  The  votes  from  all  the  local databases  

are summed  up  to  get  the  final  figure  that  the  candidate  

has received.  Thus this system provides instantaneous results 

and prevents unnecessary use of manpower and wastage of 

time. Since  this  is  an  electronic  system  and  uses  digital  

data  it  has several  advantages.  Statistics  can  be  generated  

from  the obtained data for e.g. we could answer how many 

people have voted  from  a certain region, how  many  females  

voted,  which age  group  voted  the  most,  the  highest  turnouts,  

comparisons from  previous  years,  etc.  all  that  was  not  

possible  from traditional  voting  methods  not  even  from  

EVMs.  It would provide important insights into the election 

results and help improve the system even further. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Generating reports 

VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Design is a multi- step that focuses on data structure software 

architecture, procedural details, algorithm and interface 

between modules. The design process also translates the 

requirements into presentation of software that can be accessed 

for quality before coding begins. Computer software design 

change continuously as new methods; better analysis and 

border understanding evolved. Software design is at relatively 

early stage in its revolution. Therefore, software design 

methodology lacks the depth, flexibility and quantitative nature 

that are normally associated with more classical engineering 

disciplines. However techniques for software designs do exit, 

criteria for design qualities are available and design notation 

can be applied. 

 
Fig. 5.  System architecture 

VII. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
Fig. 6.  System design 

VIII. COLLABORATION DIAGRAM 

A collaboration diagram, also called a communication 

diagram or interaction diagram, is an illustration of the 

relationships and interactions among software objects in the 
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Unified Modeling Language (UML). The concept is more than 

a decade old although it has been refined as modeling 

paradigms have evolved. 

 
Fig. 7.  Collaboration diagram 

IX. DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 8.  Data flow diagram 

X. FUTURE SCOPE 

Future enhancements focused to design a system which can 

be easy to use and provide security and privacy of votes on 

acceptable level by concentrating the authentication and 

processing section 

XI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed an online voting system 

which is better and faster than previous systems. The new 

system prevents access to illegal voters, provides ease of use, 

transparency and maintains integrity of the voting process. The 

system also prevents multiple votes by the same person and 

checks eligibility of the voter. It also allows a person to vote 

from anywhere provided that the voter is within electoral limits. 
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